JAPAN MUST FIGHT  BRITAIN
and will apply in the future. All else is but a secondary
consideration when compared with the defence of this
highly important area. To leave it unprotected by sending
the Fleet away, for whatever reason, would be a serious
mistake. Though in the past England has had a Navy
large enough to contain an enemy fleet in Europe and to
fight in another part of the world at the same time, she
cannot do so today. With the relative strengths of five
naval Powers as they are today, she cannot conduct major
operations in the Pacific without losing the command of
her Home waters. In other words, with a one-power standard
Navy, it is impossible to carry on a two-power standard war.
To station part of her Fleet in the Far East to oppose
Japan while leaving the rest in Europe may, at first sight,
appear a suitable proceeding, but the experience of the
Russo-Japanese War shows it to be the idea of some mere
amateur, the dangerous suggestion of a raw recruit.
In actual fact, the Russian Asiatic and European Fleets
combined were superior to the Japanese Fleet, but being
sent out one after the other were defeated and destroyed
by it in detail. Ships of war of that date had too small a
radius of action to permit of operations against the Baltic
Fleet as far off as the Indian Ocean. But modern submarines
are capable of operating from Japan not only in the Indian
Ocean, but even as far away as the Mediterranean. To send,
then, to the Far East, a force inferior to that of Japan would
be very risky; it would, in fact, be to court destruction. If,
in spite of this, England did send out an inferior force,
Japan might well conclude that she was relying on some
secret agreement with another Power. Such action would,
in fact, imply a secret understanding with America.
The moral of all this is that with a one-power standard
Navy England can hardly fight in the Pacific, and she will
be in a still worse predicament if, in the future, she has to
abandon the two-European-power standard that she at
present maintains. As her loss is Japan's gain, we should
do well to support any attempts by France and Italy to
make her do so.
Anglo-American co-operation.
The English should bear in mind that if America would
be at a disadvantage in fighting Japan, they would be still

